SHADOWS OVER NORMANDIE, CIVILIANS UNDER FIRE,
POINTE DU HOC, HEROES AND GOLD, CTHULHU HIMSELF,
GUARDIANS CHRONICLES, DEVIL1BOY, CTHULHU MYTHOS CALL #1
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A bright light having pierced his eyelids, the infamous Alien god emerges from his sleep ... His mood matches his dreams of
destruction and massacre. What the hell is this lighthouse that disturbs him? Cthulhu straightens up. He emerges from R’lyeh
and moves forward through the waves, to switch off this strange alarm clock, as bright as it is annoying. It is true that this
awakening had not been planned this early, and someone has just ruined his sleep? This someone will pay! On the coasts of
Normandy, soldiers and fighters on both sides are mobilizing to face this common threat. While he is awake, the faithful servants
of the Great Old Ones, the Deep Ones, march with their master in his rightful wrath . It must be said that he has not even had
his coffee yet!
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3-PREPARATION

Order token(s) has(ve) been placed on him) will be realized by
the Deep Ones player.

Prepare the bag of Madness.
The Cthulhu/Deep Ones player
has the initative. He deploys his
units in their zone first.
Cthulhu and the Creature will get on the
board, during an Order Phase with an Order
or during a Supply Phase without Order.

Cthulhu can not destroy the last floor directly. He must first
destroy the first floor, then the second and finally the third floor.
Once the three floors are flipped on their ruined face, he must
destroy a second time the first floor to collapse the lighthouse.

5-VICTORY CONDITIONS

Second, and third turn are determined randomly.
Their units get on the board, during an Order Phase
with an Order or during a Supply Phase without Order.
They do not have to get on the board all their units on turn 1.
Cthulhu and the Creature get on the board via spaces
designated by blue arrows.

Deep Ones Victory: The Deep Ones win the game if Cthulhu
managed to destroy the lighthouse before the end of turn 8.

American units get on the board via spaces designated by
green arrows.

Americans win: Americans win game
If Cthulhu failed to destroy the lighthouse before the end of turn
8 and they scored more points than the Germans.

German units get on the board via spaces designated by grey
arrows.

4-GAMEPLAY

Victory of the Germans: The Americans win the game
If Cthulhu failed to destroy the lighthouse before the end of turn
8 and they scored more points than the Americans.

Each player draws 4 cards.

The Americans score 2 points per destroyed German unit and 1
point per Deep Ones unit destroyed.
Each Cthulhu ‘s hit point worth 1 point.
Destroying Cthulhu worth 5 points.
Destroying the Starspawn or removing his life points score no
point.

This game lasts 8 turns.
It is day, so Anja cannot use the full moon
side of her markers.

Cthulhu must destroy the lighthouse.

The Germans score 2 points per US unit destroyed and 1 point
per Deep Ones unit destroyed.
Each Cthulhu ‘s hit point worth 1 point.
Destroying Cthulhu worth 5 points.
Destroying the Starspawn or removing his life points score no
point.

The Americans must repel Cthulhu and destroy
as many German and Deep Ones units as
possible.
The German must repel Cthulhu and destroy
as many American and Deep Ones units as
possible.
Lighthouse
Despite its modest appearance, this lighthouse
hides on the top floor a powerful artefact. The
bulb set in the projector was created many
years ago by the Order of Solomon’s Temple to
protect the coasts of France.
A German or American unit that is on the top
floor of the lighthouse at the beginning of the
Order Phase may, if Cthulhu is in contact with
the lighthouse (the building is in his ZOC), place
one of its Order tokens on Cthulhu before the
Deep Ones player.
One of the Cthulhu‘s actions will be performed
by the player with the unit at the top of the
lighthouse, the other actions (if Deep Ones
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